
Happenings 

sign and theory of compilers, and for major advances in the 
theory and practice of high-performance computer systems." 

In the words of NSF, "RISC processors are the essential 
building blocks for today's high-performance parallel ma
chines. Cocke's thinking and technical leadership have been 
widely credited for setting the tone for these developments. 
The RISC concept is a stunning unification of hardware ar
chitecture and optimization compiler technology, and John 
Cocke had the total mastery of both fields to have made the 
RISC breakthrough." 

Cocke, who retired from IBM in 1993 after a 37-year ca
reer, has been a key figure in some of the company's most 
advanced technological developments, in addition to his 
pivotal contributions to the development of RISC technology 
and the design of optimizing compilers. 

Cocke is one of eight distinguished scientists, chosen from 
a select group of nominees, who will receive the medal from 
President Clinton in October. 

"We are proud that John Cocke has been recognized 
with the nation 's highest scientific award," said IBM 
chairman Louis V. Gerstner, Jr. "He has been a towering 
presence in all aspects of computer science and engineer
ing for almost four decades. He has inspired countless 
individuals in IBM, academia, and throughout the com
puter industry and has personally created inventions of 
enduring value." 

Authorized by Congress in 1959, the medals are bestowed 
periodically by the president in special recognition of out
standing contributions to the physical, biological, mathe
matical, behavioral, or engineering sciences. More than 320 
medals have been awarded since President Kennedy named 
the first recipient in 1962. The National Medal of Science is 
administered for the White House by the National Science 
Foundation, an independent federal agency that supports 
research and education in the sciences, mathematics, and 
engineering. 

Cocke has contributed to advances in large systems ar
chitecture and was involved with the Stretch computer, 
the engineering verification engine for logic simulation, 
pipelining, and the architecture for IBM's RISC Sys
tem/6000 products . His major research interest continues 
to be systems architecture, particularly hardware design 
and program optimization. 

Computer Pioneer Award: Willis Ware 
Willis Ware has been awarded an IEEE Computer Society 

Computer Pioneer Award. In 1946, he joined the engineering 
group at Princeton's Institute for Advanced Study, where he 
contributed to the design of the first ever parallel and asyn
chronous digital computer for John von Neumann. He joined 
the Rand Corporation in 1952 and remained a member of its 
corporate research staff until 1992. He currently chairs the 
National Computer System Security and Privacy Advisory 
Board, a statutory body created by the Computer Security 
Act of 1987. This represents the culmination of Ware's long-

Willis Ware, recipient of the IEEE Computer Society 
Computer Pioneer A ward. 

standing interest in privacy issues raised by government use 
of data about people. He has contributed greatly to the de
velopment of his profession ; one of his honors is having 
been the first president of the American Federation of In
formation Processing Societies. 

Biographies 
ERIC A. WEISS, EDITOR 

OBITUARIES 

Stephen Warner Dunwell was born April 3, 1913, in 
Kalamazoo, Michigan . He died just short of hi s 81st birthday 
on March 21, 1994, in Poughkeepsie, New York, after a 
lengthy struggle with cancer. 

During his 42 years with IBM, Steve Dunwell (whom his 
IBM colleagues early in his career called "Red") was known 
best for his leadership of Project Stretch, which produced the 
IBM 7030 supercomputer delivered in 1961. Less well 
known is the fact that he was one of a few key individuals 
who persuaded IBM's top management to switch from 
punched-card machines to computers in the early 1950s. For 
this alone, he deserves to be considered a computer pioneer. 
But his earlier work remained virtually unknown outside of 
IBM until recently, 1 because he insisted on assigning credit 
for his ideas to his coworkers and having them publish 
technical papers and reports. 

Dunwell 's first contact with electronics came in 1928 
when, while in high school, he designed, built, and operated 
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an amateur radio station, WSCGQ.  During the Depression Thus Dunwell was heavily involved in the design of
years he attended Antioch College, Ohio, where he majored IBM’s first general-purpose electronic computers, including
in electrical engineering. In 1933, as part of a cooperative the Tape Processing Machine, a Poughkeepsie laboratory
program with IBM, he entered an IBM student engineering model that evolved into the IBM 702 and 705 commercial
program in Endicott, New York. A year later he left Antioch data processing machines, and the IBM 650 developed in the
before graduating and accepted a much-needed job offer Endicott laboratory. However, he had to work against the
from IBM in Endicott. opposition of his own immediate management at headquar-

He specialized in modifying punched-card equipment to ters, and he would not have succeeded if he had not received
meet the needs of individual customers and became one of a a sympathetic reception from Thomas .I.  Watson, Jr., who
small group which experimented with electronics. In 1937, was then executive vice president. Still, the frustration of
as a demonstration to IBM management of the possibilities working in such an environment led him in 1953 to transfer
of using electronics in punched-card machines, he designed to the IBM sales office in Washington, D.C., where he
and built an experimental machine that sorted marked cards. served as technical liaison for the group selling the first IBM
Also during that period, he designed and built the switching computer to the government for data processing. When the
device used by Dr. Wallace Eckert of Columbia University computer was sold, he moved permanently to the Pough-
(who later joined IBM as head of the Watson laboratory at keepsie laboratory in 1954.
Columbia) for experiments in computing the lunar orbit with Dunwell and his colleagues began to recognize the ineffi-
punched-card machines. In 1938 Dunwell transferred to ciency of developing, selling, and maintaining IBM’s mul-
IBM’s World Headquarters in New York City, where he tiple lines of computers: the 702-705 series for commercial
worked on the specification and design of future IBM prod- customers, the parallel 701-704 series (with which he was
ucts. not directly involved) for “scientific” customers, and the

When the United States entered World War II, Dunwell smaller 650. For one thing, customers had both data process-
returned to the Endicott laboratory, where he became a ing and numerical computing problems to varying degrees
member of the engineering team that developed the IBM but did not need or want several incompatible machines. So
Radiotype. This radio-operated typewriter allowed the Army he sought to apply the lessons learned from developing that
Signal Corps for the first time to relay messages through its first generation of computers to designing a new line. At a
radio network without manual intervention. In May 1942 time when no significant transistorized computer existed, the
Dunwell was directly commissioned as a second lieutenant new line was to be all solid state. But developing a com-
in the US Army and was assigned to the Army Signal Secu- pletely new line of machines is a costly undertaking. So, as
rity Agency at Arlington Hall Station in Virginia. The had earlier been done with the 701, he turned to the high-end
agency’s mission was cryptography and code breaking. He scientific customers for support of a machine having the
directed its machine branch and used a range of IBM equip- greatest performance possible with a given technology, what
ment in creative new ways. In the agency, he met and mar- is today called a supercomputer. This evolved in 1956 into a
ried Julia Frances McClure. Having only one day off for a proposal for “Project Stretch,” a high-risk effort to “stretch”
wedding and honeymoon, he managed to stretch it by arrang- existing capabilities and seek to develop technology using
ing for both to travel to New York City, where he explained new high-performance transistors as well as novel design
to Thomas J. Watson, Sr., the agency’s need for IBM ma- techniques.* An ambitious goal was set: increase computer
chines and a large box of 5,000 new relays for constructing performance by two orders of magnitude over IBM’s then
special calculators to be used in his job. Dunwell received fastest product, the 704.
the Legion of Merit for his work at the agency, which con- Dunwell was placed in charge of the project, which re-
tinued until a year after the war ended. He left the Army sulted in the IBM 7030, the first one of which was delivered
with the rank of lieutenant colonel and returned to IBM in to the Atomic Energy Commission laboratory in Los Ala-
New York City in July 1946. mos, New Mexico, and a modified design, the Harvest ma-

His job in what was then called the Future Demands De- chine, for the National Security Agency (the successor to his
partment involved close liaison with and trips to both the wartime employer). When the Stretch machine was com-
Poughkeepsie and Endicott laboratories. He was involved in pleted in 1961, its performance had clearly not met the op-
the specification and design of a number of punched-card timistic goal set initially. Still, there were those who be-
calculators, including the electromechanical IBM 602A and lieved that such comparisons applied only to problems too
the electronic IBM 603, 604, and Card-Programmed Calcula- trivial to be put on the new machine, which, with its longer
tor. He early recognized the enormous benefits to be ob- word length, its enormously higher speed, and its larger
tained from replacing relays with electronics for speed and memory and disk storage capacity, would be used on vital
replacing punched cards with magnetic tape for storage. He applications that would not even be attempted on a 704.
also understood, as did few others within IBM, that it would Thomas J. Watson, Jr., by then the head of IBM, was per-
take the capability of a stored-program computer to auto- suaded that the Stretch machine had fallen short by a factor
mate the complex application logic involved in the plug- of at least two. It would still be the fastest machine avail-
board wiring of electromechanical punched-card machines able, but he decided that customers who had ordered a
combined with the human operations of card handling and Stretch on the basis of its projected performance were being
exception processing. shortchanged, and he cut the agreed-on price substantially.
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disk technologies were used in the successful IBM 7090 and\ ,\ \ \\\  \
&$ hen,  ,$/,u  ,&&::\  ;~~~:! 1::  T::::jsIx_  .\::~, :jj;: ;: 7080 lines. Many of its architectural innovations were later

applied to the new System/360 series, which is today still the\ _\ \ _,  \ ,~I  ‘, \ :“,:
,,\  \ _G  :‘___“_:\\\\ basis for the design of IBM’s large-scale machines. Most

Born April 3,1913,  in Kalamazoo, Michiga~~died  ~‘:‘I’ important of these concepts was the idea of a single line of
‘,  March 21,1994,  in Poughkeepsie, New York. :!,~: compatible computers, from relatively small to large, for

\ \’
\_\  : both data processing and numerical applications.

“After attending,Antioch  College, Ohio, majoring :, In 1966 Watson publicly acknowledged that his decision on
’ in electrical engineering, he joined IBM in 1934 : Stretch had reflected on Dunwell  unfairly. During an annual

at the Endicott, New York, laboratory. He trans- ~:: \ IBM awards dinner, Dunwell  was named an IBM fellow for his
ferred to IBM’s New York City headquarters in ” \_’

1:  1938.
achievements and his leadership of Project Stretch. At the end of\‘\\\  : _

,~I, ,:~ the formal ceremonies, Watson said that he wanted to change the
1~: , _ usual policy of saying something about all the award winners

;~ At the start of World War ii,~hs ret&r-red  &!ndi:‘  ~~I$:: and instead “say a word about my friend Red Dunwell.” He con-
cott.  In 1942 he was commissioned in the US \ ‘\’ tinued, to quote in part from his speech:

,“‘I  Army and assigned to the Army Signal Security‘~~:!~~~  \
\ Agency, where he did cryptographic and \_ With this IBM Fellowship Award, 1 feel a great relief. Red
: code-breaking work, for which he received the, _’  1 is a major contributor to the success of this business. He has

Lx:  Legion of Merit. He left there with the rank of ‘j  ::,~ had headaches, and I was inadvertently responsible for
c  lieutenant colonel and returned to IBM headquard,  _,,’

\ \_\
some of those headaches. So confession is good for the

\ ters in 1946 to work on product planning. He was _,’ soul. I announced at the West Coast Joint Computer Con-
” responsible for the basic design of several of _r, ference that, since Stretch was 75 percent as fast as prom-
‘\ IBM’s early electronic machines. ‘_’ ised,  the selling price would be reduced to 75 percent of the‘\ \__  :

“ox:’ price as quoted. Well, from that some unfortunate things
’ In 1954 he transferred to IBM’s Poughkeepsie,‘:.  ::: happened. I didn’t stress that the Stretch machine was the

New York, laboratory. Shortly thereafter, he ini-‘,  ;,‘;~‘ lead machine in the world (and it has held that position for
\’ tiated IBM’s supercomputer project, Project \ \ a number of years), and also that it derived literally billions

Stretch, which he headed until 1961. He then *:“~,\,,,‘~ of dollars for the IRM  Company. I never realized the reper-
transferred to IBM research, where he worked ,‘,‘;“:I cussions  of careless statements on my part (and at age 52 I
on the new concepts of computer-assisted in- : “,: am still learning), so from this reduction in price, the great

‘:  struction and time-sharing systems. ,, :
\ ;

contribution of Stretch and Red got obscured in dollars. I\ ‘:,:‘,_‘\\ hope this will now be clarified, and belatedly I want to
:‘$After  his retirement in 1975, he became active in;,‘:,, show Red and his family how much I think  of him and
‘\  the Poughkeepsie community. He and his wife, ‘.  ’ prize his work. I am taking this opportunity to publicly cor-
,‘I Julia McClure Dunwell,  rescued and for three :,~ rect the record. So, I just want to say, “Red, I’m sorry.”
\ years operated Poughkeepsie’s historic Barda-“:::  :‘~~

von 1869 Opera House. In 1981 he founded a \::::‘j~’  ‘, The fellowship freed Dunwell to pursue projects of his
b computer time-sharing business as a laboratory:‘%:: own choosing. Between 1966 and 1975 Dunwell produced
::‘~  for application software development. He is sur-‘  ‘,‘\ Coursewriter, a program for computer-assisted instruction,
1 vived by his wife, three children, and three :‘,I\ the first to be marketed by IBM. He operated an APL
: grandchildren. ,‘,a:  \_ time-sharing system, which provided APL with its first files

and the first dynamically variable work spaces. These sys-
terns laid the foundation for the development of internal
networks used widely to distribute engineering and sales
information to IBM maintenance and marketing personnel.

In 1975 Dunwell took early retirement from IBM. Since
then, he and his wife Julia rescued Poughkeepsie’s historic
Bardavon 1869 Opera House from demolition and operated
it as volunteers from 1976 to 1979 until it could be turned

That made the machine unprofitable, and no more were built over to a professional management team. They received the
beyond the eight (and the Harvest) already on order. Dun- first Dutchess  County Arts Patron Award for this achieve-
well was in the official IBM “doghouse,” and he transferred ment. The Bardavon continues to be the regional center for
out of engineering into IBM research, where he worked on symphony, theater, opera, and ballet performances. In 1980
software for teleprocessing and the use of computers for they established a small computer time-sharing business,
education. which was centered on an IBM 4331 mainframe and which

Although Project Stretch itself was dead and no compati- was based entirely on the APL language. Their customers
ble successors were built, the effort paid off handsomely for were small-business, political, or nonprofit operations.
IBM in other ways. Its high-speed transistor, memory, and Dunwell wrote the needed applications himself in APL.
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Stephen W. Dunwell  standing behind a scale model of the Stretch computer, with the original operating in the hack-
ground.

This experience as an IBM customer as well as a client
server convinced him that the computer industry should

tions to large-scale scientific problems, from designing
computers to running his own computer service, from sci-

move toward a single standardized, powerful programming ence to the liberal and performing arts. He studied advanced
language possibly, though not necessarily, an extension of mathematics evenings at Columbia University. He was fas-
APL - and caused him to prepare a formal proposal for A
Universal Computer Language (AUL) for both system and

cinated by numbers. Far afield, he was fascinated by the

application software without recourse to other languages.
Elizabethan scholar Dr. John Dee, studied his encrypted
manuscripts, and over his lifetime read and collected rare

The proposal was published privately in 1988 as a 124-page
bound monograph. He considered AUL to be “a road map to
the future for the computer industry” and his most important
project, next to Stretch, because consistent use of such a
language could solve many of the enormous and complex
problems of software development and maintenance. He
circulated his AUL ideas at the International APL Confer-
ences in Copenhagen and St. Petersburg. Business and re-
curring illness prevented him from preparing papers that he
was invited to present. He also tried to sell IBM top man-
agement and some other organizations on his proposal, but
withoul  success.

Dunwell’s broad perspective of where computer hardware

books related to the period. He was active in the local com-
munity and in local education. His professional accomplish-
ments were finally recognized outside of IBM when he was
awarded the Computer Pioneer Award by the IEEE Com-
puter Society in 1992 and named a fellow of the ACM in
March 1994.

Werner Buchholz
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It is particularly zmnmnriate  for an ohituarv to amxar  in_ “~T~-T  __-__  _-^  -.--  --~  ~, I  I

the Annals since Aaron played the major role in actually
getting this journal started. The idea for such a journal had
been floating around for several years,  and the American
Federation of Information Processing Societies (AFIPS)
board - which was dissolved in 1990 - was generally fa-
vorable. However, nobody had exhibited enough interest to
do the planning work to actually get it started. Aaron was the
chair of the AFIPS Publications Committee from 1974 to
1984, and in that capacity convened a committee in 1977 to
examine the feasibilitv of this iournal. I had the opportunityi
to participate heavily in this, since I was the chair of the
AFIPS History of Computing Committee at that time. Aaron
guided the difficult development of a plan that was eventu-
ally approved by the AFIPS board, and personally selected
Bernard A. Caller as the first editor-in-chief. This led to the
announcement of the Annals of the History of Computing,
with AFIPS as its publisher, at the (first) ACM SIGPLAN
History of Programming Languages Conference in June
1978. The first issue of the Annals was published in July
1979. However, this WRS  nnlv one of a verv large  number of
activities in which Aaron participated.

Aaron Finerman

Like many of us Awnn  ant intn  thP  nmf~~~ionr+l  romnut-,  llUIVll b”C llllv .__-  rA-A-ll ------ -----r---

ing business st lmewhat  bv  accident. After serving in the
Armv ( 1944-  1 9 46),  he received a bachelor of civil engineer.
ing in 1948 from CCNY (College of the City of New York),

Born Aoril  1.  1925. Died April 6, 1994, in Boca
Raton,  ‘Florida.

‘\
Educafion:  BCE (bachelor, civil engineering),
College of the City of New York, 1948; MS,
structural engineering, MIT, 1951; DSc,  struc-

_’  tural engineering, MIT, 1956.

Professional experience: He spent most of his
professional career in the management of com-
puting centers, with strong participation in corn- ’
puting education. He was very active in profes-
sional societies - particularly ACM and AFIPS
-with  strong emphasis on publ icat ions. He
formed and led the committee that developed the
plan and obtained approval to start this  journal,
Annals of the History of Computing.

Honors and awards: ACM Distinguished Service
Award, 1981; AAAS fellow, 1983; in initial group
of ACM fellows, 1994.

Aaron Finerman, a man of enormous interests  and contribu-
tions to the computing field, was born April 1, 1925, and died
April 6, 1994. Although he suffered some severe personal trage-
dies in his family, he did not let that deter him from participating
in a large range of activities - both professional and personal.
His major professional areas of interest and expertise were in
computing center management, professional society publica-
tinno Jznratinn  9nA  nmfpqqinn~l  q&ptipq  in ppnpral

now called City University of New York City College. He
then obtained an MS (1951) and a DSc (1956),  both at MIT,
in structural engineering. While there, he received his intro-
duction to computing by using Whirlwind as a graduate stu-
dent. He went to Republic Aviation from MIT, to join the
flutter analysis group as a structural engineer. His boss then
asked him to join the Scientific Computing Group tempo-
rarily because of his computer experience at MIT. The tem-
porary nature of the assignment lasted indefinitely, since
Aaron never went back to structural engineering. He started
on his long career in managing computer organizations when
he was appointed the founding manager of the Digital Com-
puting and Data Processing Division at Republic; this was
one of the first information processing centers that provided
computing facilities supporting engineering, scientific, re-
search, and administrative users. While at Republic he
served in 1961 as the president of SHARE (the IBM users’
group for large computers).

Aaron eventually left Republic to become the initial direc-
tor of the Computing Center at the State University of New
York (SUNY) at Stony Brook, Long Island, from 1961 to
1969 (with intermittent service elsewhere). He then worked
as professor of computer science (1969-1978) and chair of
that department (1975-1977). During this period he also
served (1962-1966) as the chairman of the SUNY-wide
Computing Science Committee, which passed on all com-
puter acquisition requests. While at Stony Brook, he ran the
well-known  (at thpt time1 x~arlv rnnfmcwrm  on “advances
in computing” from 1965;; 197-l.

He spent a sabbatical year at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory
(JPL) in California (1968-1969) and returned there on a two-
vex leave of absenr-  frnm <TINY  in 1971 RS the  foundins
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manager of JPL’s  Office of Computing and Information It should be clear from the above that Aaron was a pioneer
Systems. In future years he spent several weeks there almost in computing center management in several organizations,
every summer as a consultant. He was honored for his con- and made significant contributions to the early days of com-
tributions to JPL by being appointed distinguished visiting puter science education and professional society publica-
scientist in 1990. tions. Aaron’s broad professional interests enabled him to

Aaron was recruited to go to the University of Michigan see many issues from several different perspectives. He had
in 1978 as the director of the Computing Center and re- a quiet demeanor that sometimes made him seem shy. How-
mained in that position until 1986. He also served as profes- ever, he was a man of strong principles and determination,
sor of electrical engineering and computer science from his and a gentle manner of persuading people to his viewpoint.
arrival until his retirement in 1990, when he became profes- He provided assistance and guidance to numerous people
sor emeritus and director emeritus (Computing Center). He and organizations, and continued actively working for things
thereafter continued to teach a beginning course each year. in which he believed. Those of us who were his friends al-
He spent winters in Florida, and was appointed a distin- ready miss him. Those who did not know him are poorer for
guished visiting professor of computer science and engineer- the lack of his continuing contributions.
ing at Florida Atlantic University.

Aaron served in a large number of capacities as a vol- Jean E. Sammet
unteer in the professional computing arena. He was on
the ACM council for one of the longest periods of serv-
ice (1967-1983),  in several positions; these included
chairman of the editorial board (1967-1970) and ACM
treasurer (1973-1983). It was in that latter capacity and
period that I really got to know Aaron personally as well
as professionally, because of my own ACM activities.
Aaron was also an ACM representative to AFIPS (197%
1982) and served on the AFIPS Executive Committee for
part of that time.

Aaron had a number of other positions in ACM. He started as
chair of the Long Island chapter in 1960. He served as chair of Ether-
ACM SIGCSE (ACM Special  Interest  Group on Computer  Sci-
ence  Education) from 1970 to 1973. He was the second editor-in-
chief of Computing Reviews (1963-1967),  and in that capacity he cer-
founded the publication that eventually grew into the annual
ACM Guide to Computing Literature. He then came back for a
second term of service as editor-in-chief on Computing Reviews
and Guide in 1987 and remained as editor-in-chief until his
death. He received the ACM Distinguished Service Award in
1981 “in recognition of extensive and productive participation in
the management of professional society policies and operations.”
He was in the initial group of ACM fellows appointed in 1994.
He was also named a fellow of the AAAS (American Associa- -
tion for the Advancement of Science) in 1983 “for outstanding -
service to professional societies, to computer science education,
and to computer center management.” infrastruc-

Aaron’s volunteer service was not limited to ACM and
AFIPS. Among other activities, he served on the board of
directors of the Charles Babbage Foundation for the History
of Information Processing (1981-1984) and was the program
committee chair for the Jerusalem Conference on Informa- ARPAnet. com-
tion Technology (JCIT) in 1978.

Aaron published several papers in the areas of computing
education and management of computing organizations. He
was the editor of the book University Education in Comput- PhD
ing Science, published by Academic Press in 1968. He was
on many advisory panels and served as a consultant to nu-
merous organizations, including IBM, the Federal Reserve
System, and NASA’s Goddard Space Flight Center. He
traveled abroad extensively for IBM, giving lectures to nu- (ARPAnet)
merous groups in many foreign countries.

How Ethernet Was Invented

Editor’s note: In this article, Bob Metcalje tells how he and 
David R. Boggs invented Ethernet at Xerox PARC.

People often ask me whether I invented Ethernet, really? I 
would like to think that they ask because they admire 
net so much, but then maybe there is something about me 
that makes them doubt I could invent anything. In either 
case, yes, I really did invent Ethernet, but not just once, 
tainly not alone, and all this depends on what you mean by 
invent.

Roughly speaking, I invented Ethernet three times: the 
raw technology with David R. Boggs at the Xerox Palo Alto 
Research Center (PARC) in 1973, the industry standard with 
Gordon Bell at Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC) in 
1979, and the breakthrough product with Ronald C. Crane at 
3Com Corporation in 1982.

The 20th anniversary of Ethernet’s first invention  of 
the raw technology  has passed. And now with Ethernet 
connecting 10 million computers worldwide, it has become 
the plumbing in what some are starting to call the 
ture of the information age. So perhaps it is time to tell this 
story, of how Ethernet was invented the first time, with Dave 
Boggs at PARC.

Packet switching in  My enthusiasm for 
puter networking began in 1969. Graduating (with bachelor’s 
degrees in electrical engineering and management) after five 
years at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, I began 
work in computer networking as a  student in applied 
mathematics at Harvard University. I was actually still more 
of an MIT engineer than a Harvard mathematician, so, while 
continuing at Harvard, I found a full-time job working on the 
Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA) Computer 
Network  at MIT’s Multiple Access Computer 
Project (Project MAC).
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ARPAnet was a large-scale experiment in computer mathematics that was familiar to me from my courses at
packet-switching technology. At various universities and MIT. But, to make the Poisson analysis tractable, it made
research establishments around the United States, ARPA two assumptions about computer terminal user behavior that,
installed switching computers called Interface Message on Steve Cracker’s sofa bed late at night, I found totally
Processors (IMPS). I built ARPAnet interface hardware and unacceptable. Abramson’s model assumed there were an
operating system software for a DEC PDP-10, connecting it infinite number of terminal users and that each of them
to the ARPAnet’s  sixth IMP, installed on the ninth floor of would go on typing, whether or not they received answers to
545 Technology Square at MIT. I designed networking pro- earlier inputs.
tocols and wrote experimental networking protocol software. That night, and in the weeks to follow, I worked hard on
I also became an ARPAnet “facilitator,” a roving technical the less-tractable mathematics of Aloha channels with a few
expert for new ARPA sites who wanted to join the network. users, each of whom would insist on receiving a response to

In 1972 I completed my PhD  research on ARPAnet and his input before typing a new one. I worked so hard, in fact,
was looking forward to joining the newly formed Computer that Xerox sent me to work with Abramson for a month -
Science Laboratory (CSL) in the Xerox Palo Alto Research in Hawaii! By October 1972 tt  is grueling effort resulted in a
Center. While packing to move to Palo Alto, I went to de- paper, “Steady-State Analy , of a Slotted and Controlled
fend my thesis before my PhD  committee at Harvard. To my Aloha System with Blocking.” It appeared as ARPAnet
horror, Harvard rejected the thesis on the grounds that it was Satellite System Note No. 16, and was later published in the
not theoretical enough. I left for Xerox PARC anyway. Bob Proceedings of the Sixth Hawaii International Conference on
Taylor and Jerry Elkind, managers of PARC/CSL, were nice Systems Sciences, January 1973. My model of the Aloha
enough to take me without my PhD. channel confirmed Abramson’s discovery of the channel’s

instability, refined his calculations of throughput versus
Randomness in ALOHAnet. As of June 1972, I was the offered load, and showed how a traffic-based control on

networking guy at PARC. I built my second ARPAnet inter- retransmission rate could keep the channel stable under
face, for PARC’s Multiple Access Xerox Computer heavy loads.
(MAXC), a PDP-10 clone, and I continued to work with My model of the Aloha system was not immediately em-
ARPA on promoting ARPAnet. On a visit to ARPA in braced by the queuing theory establishment. I recall an un-
Washington, I slept on the queen-size sofa bed in the guest pleasant October afternoon in Washington’s National Airport
room of my friend Steven P. Cracker, a program manager at with queuing theory maven and ARPAnet hero, UCLA pro-
ARPA. Next to Steve’s sofa bed was a bookshelf where 1 fessor Leonard Kleinrock. He and I had just both spoken at
found American Federation of Information Processing So- ARPAnet’s  October 1972 coming-out party, a large demon-
cieties  Conference Proceedings, Volume 37, Fall 1970, a stration  of ARPA’s new packet-switching technology. Klein-
sure cure for jet-lag sleeplessness. I began reading “The rock did not immediately, and probably does not today, ad-
Aloha System,” a paper by Professor Norman Abramson of mire the rigor of my queuing analysis. I think in retrospect
the University of Hawaii. the problem was my mathematics did not use the Greek let-

Abramson’s paper described a packet radio network that ters of traditional queuing theory. I insisted in those days -
connected terminals scattered throughout the Hawaiian is- and these days - on writing with a word processor. In 1972
lands to a central IBM System 360 on Oahu. The 360 was word processors were lucky to have upper and lower case
front-ended by a central ALOHAnet  communications con- type, let alone Greek fonts. Refusing to ink in my formulas
troller called a Menehune, named after the Hawaiian imp, by hand, I “word processed” them using plain old alphanu-
because it was a packet-switching computer similar in func- merits.  My apparently unencrypted math was hard for
tion to the ARPAnet IMP. I did not find this naming hysteri- queuing theorists to swallow. A year later, in January 1974,
tally  funny. one of Kleinrock’s students published a paper restating what

But the ALOHAnet  was interesting because packets in- seem to be my mathematics. He manually inserted Greek
bound to the Menehune were not centrally polled. They were letters with India ink. Another of Kleinrock’s graduate stu-
broadcast when ready at the terminals and were identified by dents would later give Ethernet its tedious technical name:
the terminal identification numbers they carried. When more CSMA/CD  - carrier sense multiple access with collision
than one inbound transmission resulted in interference, the detection.
lack of an acknowledgment from the Menehune on the out- Still, my questionable non-Greek ALOHAnet  paper be-
bound radio channel would cause the interfering terminals to came a chapter in my enlarged and more mathematical (but
retransmit after a randomly chosen interval, seeking to avoid still non-Greek) Harvard PhD  thesis, which then was ac-
a repeated interference. cepted without enthusiasm by Harvard in June 1973. MIT,

Abramson’s paper developed a beautiful model of the not Harvard, published my thesis in December 1973 as
Aloha randomized-retransmission radio channel with vary- “Packet Communication” (Project MAC Technical Report
ing packet traffic. In a simple application of Poisson queuing 114).
theory, Abramson showed that an Aloha channel can be
loaded just so far - 17 percent - and then it loses through- Personal computing at PARC. In the early 197Os,  with
put to self-generating packet retransmissions. The Abramson Steve Jobs just entering high school, Xerox PARC was en-
paper was about packet networking, my specialty. It used gaged in pioneering work on what we called distributed
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computing and personal computers. We used the term per-
sonal  computer (PC) in a general way to mean a single-user
computer, not yet distinguishing as we do today PCs from
workstations, nor PCs from non-DOS computers like Macin-
toshes. By the time of my arrival in July 1972, PARC was
well along in demonstrating its on-line office system
(POLOS), a network of mouse-controlled, bitmapped, high-
resolution terminals. POLOS terminals were star-wired to a
shared pool of microwave-oven-sized Data General Nova
800 minicomputers, interconnected by the DG Multiproces-
sor Communications Adapter (MCA).

In the fall of 1972, with MAXC and POLOS up and almost
running, Alan Kay, Butler Lampson,  Chuck Thacker, and Ed
McCreight  began work on PARC’s pioneering personal com-
puter, called the Alto (from Palo Alto). The Alto was to embody
some of Alan Ray’s early ideas for a so-called DynaBook.  It was
discussed as an early - although huge and expensive - Dy-
naBook  prototype. Chuck Thacker designed the Alto between
September and November 1972, and worked on building it well
into April 1973. With MAXC communicating in the ARPAnet
and while polishing my PhD  thesis, I took on the job of building
a local network for the Alto. Notice that the term LAN, short for
local-area network, had not yet been coined - that would take
seven more years.

Neither was another new network project at PARC called
LocalNet.  Charles Simonyi, then a Berkeley undergraduate,
had been working with Lampson and Thacker on a very-
high-speed local version of the ARPAnet - nicknamed
Simonyi’s Infinitely Glorious Network (SIGnet). It was to be
a store-and-forward packet network carrying data locally

While packing to move to Palo Alto, I
went to defend my thesis before my

PhD committee at Harvard. To my
horror, Harvard rejected the thesis on
the grounds that it was not theoretical
enough. I left for Xerox PARC anyway.

The principal use of the MCA network among our hot 16-
bit 800nanosecond  Novas was to connect them to a Xerox
Graphics Printer (XGP), a high-end Xerox fax machine sal-
vaged for use like one of today’s laser printers. The MCA
also served to transfer files among the Novas and to connect
the Novas as interactive terminals to MAXC. The new net-
work I was to design for the Alto had to be fast enough to do
all of these things, and more - it had to be able to handle
the transfer of bitmapped printer files to the higher speed,
higher resolution laser printers then under development at
PARC.

If the uses were basically the same, why not just build an

among computers at 50 Mbps - a thousand times faster
than ARPAnet. Charles handed SIGnet over to me so he
could work on Bravo, a new bitmapped text editor for the
Alto that would lead to the Xerox Star, the Macintosh, and
Word, which Charles later developed at Microsoft. It took
me a week before I also dropped SIGnet as, well, having too
many moving parts for a local network.

A LAN for personal computers. The new local network
had to be fast and simple. It had to be everywhere, yet not
require a lot of thick cables. It had to be reliable. It had to
cost no more than 5 percent of the cost of the PCs it was to
attach. It had to fit on one of the plug-in adapter cards
planned for the Alto. There were already schemes afoot out-
side PARC (at Dave Farber’s University of California, Ir-
vine, lab, for example) that polled for packets by circulating
a token among computers wired in a ring. So, what about
applying ALOHAnet?

MCA for the Alto? We were planning to have at least one
Alto per desk throughout Xerox PARC, which amounted to
hundreds of personal computers separated by hundreds of
meters. The MCA could transfer files as fast as eight million
bits per second, but it did so 16 bits at a time over a thick
40-foot cable among at most 15 computers. By slowing the
MCA down to four megabits per second (Mbps), we could
extend the MCA to 400 feet, but then it ceased to work re-
liably. By using two MCAs  with one Nova on both, we were
able to network up to 29 Novas, but that was the limit. The
ultimate 29-Nova MCA daisy chain had 28 40-conductor
cables, 60 40.conductor  connectors, and the nasty habit of
crashing if any one of these fragile devices was disturbed.
The worst part of overextending our MCA was that the net-
working protocol software written to move data through it
assumed that the MCA was error-free - a bad assumption.
The network started to hang several times a day. We all saw
that we needed a highly reliable bit-serial in-building com-
puter networking technology that would transfer at least
hundreds of thousands of bits per second among hundreds of
computers separated by hundreds of meters. The MCA was
not even close.

For one thing, ALOHAnet  used radio. We couldn’t use (and
didn’t need) radio because our PCs were to cost, in 1973 proto-
type shop dollars, about $45 thousand, and were to remain im-
movable under desks. Instead of using thin air, or the “ether” as
physicists used to call it, what if we used a long cable strung all
over the building in an Alto ALOHAnet?  Any PC wishing to be
on the network would simply tap into the cable and transmit its
data packets into the cable’s ether.

The ether in Ethernet comes from the “luminiferous
(a)ether” once thought to pervade the universe as the me-
dium for the propagation of light. American scientists
Michelson and Morley disproved the existence of the old
ether in 1887 and thereby set Einstein off on his theory of
relativity. The new ether, in Ethernet, is also a ubiquitous
passive medium for the propagation of electromagnetic
waves, in our case, data packets.

In Ethernet there wouldn’t be a central host computer, or
network controller, but hundreds of PCs and a variety of
servers and hosts - nodes in the network. We wouldn’t
need two cables, one inbound to the ALOHAnet host and one
outbound to the terminals. There would be one reliable un-
powered ubiquitous medium, the ether. Packets would have
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two addresses, one identifying the destination of a packet, 34, in the same area where a band of computer engineers
and the other its source. were cloning a batch of Bose speakers. One day while sol-

Using low-noise low-attenuation cable instead of radio, net- dering, I saw Dave Boggs padding into the basement in his
work adapters could easily listen for and avoid transmissions moccasins, his blond ponytail swinging to and fro across the
already in progress. In the unlikely case that two or more inter- shoulders of his yellow buttoned-down shirt. Dave and I
fering  transmissions began at the same time, network nodes shared the basement for a while as he uncrated and brought
could detect the conflict at each transmitter and, unlike ALOHA- up PARC’s new Nova 800s as they arrived, one per week.
net, abort the damaged transmissions before wasting channel Dave could see that I hadn’t soldered much. I could see that
time. In contrast to ALOHAnet,  where fixed-length packets had he was being underutilized.
to be short, our packets would vary in length and sometimes Dave, a PhD  student in electrical engineering at Stanford, was
would be quite a bit longer, thus further improving channel effi- working on POLOS for my good friend, David Liddle. Despite
ciency. And to top it all off, when retransmitting after conflicts, his summa cum laude electrical engineering degree from Prince-
high, stable throughput could be maintained by using a traffic ton in June 1972, he was known to be a hardworking and practi-
back-off control technique, as first suggested in my PhD  thesis. cal engineer. He started early, earning his FCC first-class com-

Oh, by the way, I forgot to mention that, by using cable mercial radio operator’s license while a high school junior. Since
instead of radio, we easily could afford to send our packets high school, Dave had been building electronics for NASA, the
at data rates over a thousand times faster than on ALOHA- US Navy, his own amateur radio station, Princeton’s commercial
net, in a target range of one to 10 Mbps. FM radio station, Princeton’s computer center, and NBC TV and

On May 22, 1973, using my Selectric typewriter with its radio in Washington, where he grew up. He knew a lot about
Orator ball (which I then used instead of word processing to electrical engineering and computer science, including how to
dash off short items), I wrote up all this in a 13-page solder.
(starting at 0) Xerox Sensitive memo. The memo, to “Alto In June 1973, just as the first Alto CPU, memory, display,
Aloha Distribution” from me on the subject “Ether Acquisi- and disks were being debugged, I recruited Dave Boggs to
tion,” was heavy with handwritten annotations - one of work with me. He had just completed his first year at Stan-
which was “ETHER!” - and with hand-drawn diagrams - ford, earned his master’s degree, and qualified for the PhD
one of which showed “boosters” interconnecting branched program. Being a radio wizard, he recognized Ethernet’s
cable, telephone, and radio ethers in what we now call an conflict detection scheme as something familiar to him, a
internet. In the memo I described how transmission scheme he called full break-in keying. By the fall, he was in
“conflicts” could be detected. Later you’ll see why I now so deep that he took a leave from Stanford to continue
wish we had stuck with calling them conflicts rather than working with me on Ethernet. Dave was not to get back to
collisions. I called the modified Alto Aloha network by its his PhD  work for a long time. It was April 1982 before he
new name, the ETHER Network. If Ethernet was invented in became Dr. D.R. Boggs.
any one memo, by any one person, or on any one day, this Dave and I were called the Bobsey Twins in 1973 and
was it. 1974 as we designed, built, and operated a loo-node  experi-

On June 28, 1973, I submitted an “ETHERNET Invention mental Ethernet. We used to work until we were exhausted
Record” to Xerox’s formidable legal department. The record and would sleep until we woke, without regard for alarm
included Alto Aloha memos, dated April 19 and 24, and the clocks or the sun. It was a major inconvenience for us to
ETHER Network memo, dated May 22. I acknowledged attend the only mandatory meeting PARC had in those days,
Butler Lampson and, despite our differences, Chuck Thacker a meeting called Dealer every Tuesday at 11 a.m. Dave is
for their contributions to the earliest thinking on our new certainly Ethernet’s coinventor.
local network. It was unthinkable, because they were so in- The first Ethernet cable did not need real transceivers as it
fluential in everything anyone did at PARC, that Butler and was just a clip lead from the transmit side to the receive side
Chuck would be left off my list of Ethernet inventors. of our Alto Ethernet card. The second Ethernet was a pair of

Because of a distaste for uppercase letters at PARC (often twisted three-foot wires between our first Alto adapter card
then spelled Part),  our new network’s name later became and our first Nova adapter card. When we had our third Eth-
EtherNet and then Ethernet. Inside Xerox we called it “the ernet adapter, however, real multipoint communication re-
Xerox Wire” between 1976 and 1979, and various standards quired real transceivers.
bodies continue to this day to call it CSMAKD, but the My MIT training ran from mathematics on the left,
original name Ethernet finally stuck. through computer programming in the center, and as far

I closed Ethernet’s invention record by saying, “the time right as digital computer hardware engineering, but not into
is ripe for the development of...ETHERNET in that the in- the fascism of analog electronics. Dave Boggs was therefore
terconnection of devices is now the hardest problem to be a better choice to design and build Ethernet’s first transceiv-
faced in harnessing small chunks of computing.” ers. And he did - three of them, by hand. These devices

drove data bits onto the ether cable by turning a voltage on
Reduction to practice. Shortly after deciding to pursue and off. They received bits from the cable by detecting volt-

Ethernet, I bought a l,OOO-foot  reel of coaxial cable and ages above a certain threshold. Think of them as modems,
started launching bits down it to see for myself what would only a thousand times faster than the modems commonly
happen. My test jig was in the basement of PARC building used for data communication through the telephone network.
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Each bit was put on the cable, according to the rules of tial back-off. If any interference was detected during
Manchester encoding, preceded by its complement so that reception, or if the computed CRC of a packet did not
the ether would remain busy for the duration of a packet match the CRC it carried, then the reception would be
regardless of its data patterns, and so that the transceiver terminated and any received data discarded.
could check during half of each bit time whether some other Dave and I were looking for a way to connect our net-
transceiver was interfering with its transmission. Of course, worked PCs into the ether without bringing it down. We
all of this sounds digital, but it became more analog as the
cable became longer and as bits turned into sine waves.
Transceivers have to maintain the properties of the cable as a My MIT training ran from mathematics
transmission line and be able to recover data, despite the
distortions of frequency-dependent cable attenuation and

on the left, through computer
impedance distortions at connectors and taps. Transceivers programming in the center, and as far
also have to electrically isolate their stations from the ether right as digital computer hardware
cable to avoid the buildup of dangerous voltages, especially
during lightning storms. engineering, but not into the fascism

Getting our bits past hundreds of taps over hundreds of of analog electronics.
meters of cable at 3 Mbps was beyond even Dave’s
knowledge. We struggled for a while to get real trans-
ceivers built. Finally, we thought of Tat Lam, a quiet were using familiar BNC T-connectors to attach our trans-
little Chinese man who was working on contract design- ceivers to the ether, when David Liddle, who had worked
ing CRT display electronics in the basement at PARC. installing CATV systems while in college, told us about the
Tat agreed - and his word is as good as his bond - to Jerrold tap. This was a device that required no cutting of
design the first two breadboard Ethernet transceivers for cable, no bringing down of the net. You just drilled a hole
$2,000, and then to deliver the first 10 printed-circuit for the tap, while packets sailed by unharmed. We bought
prototype Ethernet transceivers for another $2,000. That some Jerrold taps and gave them to Tat Lam for inclusion in
has to he the best bargain in electronics history. Those his prototype transceivers. Tat designed his transceivers so
transceivers were capable of carrying 3 Mbps among 256 they could take T-connectors or Jerrold taps. By selecting
stations over one kilometer of half-inch coaxial cable. these taps, we chose to use coaxial cable for the experimen-
Tat Lam went on to start his own company, TCL, Inc., to tal ether.
produce’Ethernet  transceivers for Xerox and others.

The experimental Ethernet was to be quite fast for its day. Early opponents. Our Ethernet work attracted some at-
In those days the 50-kilobit-per-second  (Kbps) telephone tention  from a Xerox physicist elsewhere in PARC, Robert
circuits of the ARPAnet were considered fast. Ethernet’s Z. Bachrach. Bob wrote a stinging attack. His main com-
actual speed was 2.94 Mbps because each Alto clock interval plaint was that Ethernet made poor use of bandwidth. He
was 170 nanoseconds and we used two clock cycles per bit attacked what seemed to him to be nothing more than lazy
to drive our Manchester encoder. I was fond of saying that science. His memo concluded that Ethernet was not quantum
the round off from 2.94 to 3 Mbps was larger than the AR- noise limited. Of course, nothing in computers had ever been
PAnet’s  50 Kbps. This was my way of declaring that most close to quantum noise limited, and Ethernet was not the
intuitions from experiences with remote data communication place to start. Bob had missed the point and got himself into
were obsolete in local networking. a bit of trouble for writing a memo to my boss, Dave’s boss,

This experimental Ethernet sent and received data packets and their boss, instead of talking things over with us first. I
interspersed with quiet on the cable. To transmit a packet, an show the old memo to Bob every now and then just for the
Ethernet adapter would wait for quiet, send a l-bit preamble, fun of it. Bob’s recollection of his memo and of his discus-
an &bit destination address, an &bit source address, a vari- sions with Dave and me are quite different from mine - if
able number of 16-bit data words, and then finally a 16-bit you ever get to see his memo and his explanation for it in
cyclic redundancy checksum (CRC). 1991, you will be amazed at how differently two people can

To receive a packet, an Ethernet adapter would wait view the same events. I can only say time heals all wounds,
until the rising edge of a bit broke the quiet on the ether, and, while success has many fathers, failure is an orphan.
and then collect the subsequent &bit  address to check Later, while we were debugging the Alto adapter and
whether it matched its own or indicated a broadcast struggling to get the right transceiver design, the Ethernet
packet intended for all stations. If so, the adapter would project fell on hard times. Chuck Thacker, the principal de-
copy the rest of the arriving bits into main memory while veloper of the Alto and a first-rate engineer, lost confidence
computing a CRC to match the last 16 bits received. If in the Ethernet project. I think this was partly because he and
interference was detected during transmission, the I never quite got along. I was always giving him gas for the
adapter would immediately stop and signal its station unreliability of his prototypes, first on MAXC and later on
that a randomized retransmission had to be scheduled. If the Alto, which Dave Boggs and I found ourselves debug-
any repeated retransmissions occurred, they would be ging long after Chuck declared it done. Or chalk it up to bad
retried after a doubled random delay - binary exponen- chemistry. Anyway, when Ethernet developments faltered,
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Chuck began work on another local network idea for the itself alone guarantee reliable delivery. Rather, Ethernet
Alto, which he called Xnet. Xnet looked to me like the MCA relies on higher level packet protocol software to keep track
- a bad idea. I complained about Xnet to the head of of transmitted packets and to retransmit them when ac-
PARCICSL,  our boss, Bob Taylor. Xnet was abandoned knowledgment packets fail to return. In short, Ethernet does
shortly thereafter. Had Chuck continued with Xnet, Ethernet not distinguish between the data packets and the acknowl-
never would have seen the light of day. Chuck’s status in the edgment packets of higher level protocols. I argued in my
lab, his role in allocating resources, and his engineering thesis that this was a good approach because higher level
skills would have proven insurmountable. With a smile, Bob protocols, especially internet protocols, have to check for
Taylor denies having anything to do with shutting down correct operation anyway, and so low-level best-efforts
Xnet, thereby saving Ethernet. Admiring Bob’s light touch, I transport mechanisms should not duplicate this checking
have since been accused of being very naive. I doubt anyone activity unless underlying transmission error rates are very
knows what really went on here. high, which they not often are. People still argue about this,

As we designed the Alto Ethernet adapter, Boggs and I but let’s just simplify and assume that I’m right. Read my
wrote many programs simulating network operation. These thesis.
simulations confirmed over and over again that few of our So, for the experimental Ethernet, I designed a very sim-
design decisions mattered. The binary exponential back-off ple protocol for transferring files reliably between Altos -
algorithm that we settled on for controlling retransmissions the Experimental Ethernet File Transfer Protocol (EEFTP). I
with traffic load was not much better than any of the alter- implemented it for the Alto running the standard Alto operat-
natives, but it was easy to implement with then-current me- ing system, and John Shoch, then a graduate student at Stan-
dium-scale-integrated (MSI) transistor-transistor logic (TTL) ford, implemented it for the Alto running SmallTalk,  an
hardware and the microcode of the Alto. Unlike the Aloha experimental object-oriented Alto programming environ-
channel from which it had been derived, the Ethernet chan- ment. John would later do extensive work, and earn his Stan-
nel was stable and operated efficiently, no matter what we ford PhD,  confirming the stable performance of Ethernet in
threw at it. In retrospect, we should have published the re- widely varying traffic situations.
suits  of these simulations to preempt a lot of long-lingering In 1976 EEFTP was written up in the first Ethernet paper
questions about Ethernet. Instead, we wrote the simulations as an example error-correcting packet protocol. It was up-
as design tools and threw them away. dated with internetworking to become EFTP (dropping

Dave and I designed the first Alto Ethernet adapter using “experimental”), and later became what is today the Defense
67 MS1  TTL chips and then, while it was being wire- Department’s Transmission Control and Internet Protocol’s
wrapped, we designed one for the Nova. We debugged both (TCP/IP’s)  Trivial File Transfer Protocol (TFTP).
adapters and had them built in lots of 10. Dave later went You would start EEFTP on one Alto listening to receive a
back and redesigned both adapters - the Alto card went up file. Every second it would display a new letter Z on the
to 84 chips - because they did not meet Dave’s standards, screen to indicate how long it had been listening (sleeping),
and because Chuck Thacker was still (unreasonably, I You would then start EEFTP on another Alto to transmit a
thought again) demanding that we do better. file, specifying the name of the file on the local disk and the

Dave and I were awarded two of the first 30 “production” address of the listening Alto. Each 512-byte  packet transmit-
Altos. We called them Michelson and Morley after the two ted would be marked with a dot on both the sending and
scientists who freed up the word ether for our use. Ethernet receiving displays so that you could watch the progress of
was, at first, an option you ordered with an Alto if you felt your transmission. EEFTP proved very useful when a bug
you needed networking. If you had an extra $500 in your was discovered in the Alto disk controller that required the
budget, you ordered Ethernet. Money was, as usual, tight, disk format to be changed. Old disks were shoved into Altos
and so some people were ordering Altos without Ethernet with old disk controllers and then copied over the Ethernet
and with 48 Kwords instead of the full 64 Kwords of main using EEFTP to new disks on Altos with new disk control-
memory. These false economies were soon dropped as it was lers. The old disk controllers were then updated. Ethernet
discovered that standard configurations were a big help in was beginning to pay its way.
developing software and maintaining a stable operating envi-
ronment. Birth of the laser printer. In 1975 I worked on one of

Ethernet’s most important applications - laser printing.
Early uses  and protocols. Ethernet was used initially for Xerox, you may recall, makes copiers. A Xerox researcher,

file transfer. This application was marginal, as the early Gary Starkweather, had been working on using lasers to
Altos came equipped with a pair of two-megabyte removable write on the drums of Xerox copiers so that they might be
cartridge disks - a cross between a floppy and a hard disk. used as printers. Gary had developed a scanning laser output
People could easily copy their disks and use them for file technique (SLOT) and lashed it to one of Xerox’s marking
transfer. Ethernet was up against “sneakernet” from the very engines, as the copiers are called. Another Xerox researcher,
start. Ron Rider, had been working on a research character genera-

Ethernet was (and is) a “best-efforts” transmission system, tor (RCG) to drive the SLOT with text, fonts, and graphics,
as I defined the term in my PhD  thesis. This means that Eth- updating the old Xerox Graphics Printer substantially on
ernet delivers data packets with high probability but does not speed and resolution - a page per second at 500 dots per
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much time at the lab. I left Xerox, moved to Los Angeles, 
but seven months later I returned to Palo Alto to join David 
Liddle in Xerox's Systems Development Division to begin 
work on, among other things, the productization of Ethernet. 

The Ethernet patent, Multipoint Data Communication 
System with Collision Detection, United States Patent 
4,063,220, was issued on December 13, 1977, with Metcalfe, 
Boggs, Thacker, and Lampson as inventors, and with 19 
fine-print pages, 22 broad claims, and 7 drawings. Ethernet 
was invented, officially, for the first time. 

After the first invention. Any thoughts that Dave and I had in 
1976 about the world beating a path to Ethernet's door were 
abruptly smashed as I delivered my NCC talk that year. Ethernet 
was much appreciated inside PARC, where PCs and laser print
ers were the norm by 1976. However, outside PARC, in the real 
world, we discovered that few people understood why anyone 
would want a 3-megabit-per-second local computer network. 
There was barely one computer. per building, not hundreds. I 
found myself on conference panels with people who said d1at 
1,200-bit-per-second modems, at less than one thousandth of 
Ethernet's speed, were already overkill, since people were hav
ing trouble reading computer outputs stTeaming past on terminals 
at 600 bits per second. And then I told them about "collisions," 
which conjured up misleading images of automobile accidents 
- this is why I wish I'd stuck with "conflicts" rather than 
"collisions." 

Dave and I did not know in 1976 that Ethernet would have to 
be invented at least twice more. The idea of a computer industry 
standard Ethernet, later the IEEE's Project 802.3, would have to 
be invented in 1979. And the right Ethernet product, 3Com's 
EtherLink, would have to be invented in 1982. By now Ethernet 
is so widespread that I have had to get used to the idea that it is 
being reinvented every day, and by total strangers. 

Dave Boggs stayed on at Xerox long after I left in 1979 to 
found 3Com. Then he moved to DEC's Western Research 
Laboratory in Palo Alto, where he is today. Does the co
inventor of Ethernet regret not founding 3Com with me? No. 
Dave stayed in research to get his PhD and to avoid the intel
lectual distortions of tightening schedules and reducing 
costs. He values his enthusiasms highly. He has developed 
his wine appreciation at tastings twice a week, grown his 
antique US military gun collection, built his own car from a 
Lotus 7 kit, continued his amateur radio, and assembled a 
first-rate machine shop in his home, with a Hardinge lathe 
and a Bridgeport milling machine - the world's finest. And, 
oh yes, he has become a millionaire anyway; it seems he 
plays the stock market as well. His only regret so far seems 
to be that he is not yet married and raising kids. I tell him 
that his baby, Ethernet, is doing just fine. 

Acknowledgments. Comments on this account of Ether
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Ron Rider, and Charles Simonyi. Any errors in the article, 
however, are my own. 
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This review was to have begun with a short homily on 
puns as a comment on the title of the volume being re
viewed. However, criticism, explicit or otherwise, of this 
subject in the Annals may not be wise since an article on the 
history of the lambda calculus that appeared a few years ago 
began with the statement that "Kleene-ness is next to Godel
ness."1 So let us just say that however we may feel about the 
use of puns in formal writing, the use of one as the title of 
this book should not deter the prospective reader. 

Pi in the Sky gets its title from the Platonic view that 
mathematics is a form of objective numerical truth. In the 
words of the author in the last chapter, which is a long dis
cussion of the realist or Platonic view of mathematics: 

There is an ocean of mathematical truth lying undiscov
ered around us: we explore it, discovering new parts of 
its limitless territory. This expanse of mathematical 
truth exists independently of mathematicians. It would 
exist even if there were no mathematicians at all -
and, indeed, once it did, and one day perhaps it will do 
so again. Mathematics consists of a body of discoveries 
about an independent reality made up of things like 
numbers, sets, shapes, and so forth. "Pi" really is in the 
sky. 

This book is a development of an argument begun in the 
last chapter, "ls 'pi' really in the sky," of the author's recent 
Theories of Everything.2 A summary of much of the material
in the book is given in his more recent article in the New 

Scientist.3 

Most of the book is devoted to a very readable account of 
the several views of mathematics that have been held by 
mathematicians and users of mathematics: the logistic view 
that mathematics is an extension of logic, the intuitionist 
view that mathematics includes only those results that may 
be derived from basic axioms in a finite number of steps, the 
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